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HUMAN PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS
AND THEIR SOLUTIONS

Geary A Rummier

This is a framework for looking at performance
problems that serves as a trouble-shooting guide for
managers.

Few people would argue with the statement that
managers are more successful in solving machine
and system problems than in solving problems in-
voking human performance. Part of this lack of
success can be attributed to the complexity, un-
predictability, and general "uniqueness" of human
beings. A major part of our failure at solving
people-centered or people-related performance prob-
lems, however, is our failure to analyze these prob-
lems completely before we try to solve them. If we
were more effective at analyzing people problems,
we could significantly reduce the number of such
problems.

There are several factors that contribute to our
lack of success in analvzing human-performance
problems. First, when people are involved, we react
te our biases or assumptions about human nature.
Second, we are led by all the training courses and
programs available, and by the staff people who
support them, to separate human-performance prob-
lems from the job-from the complex environment
in which they occur. We apparently assume the
cause and solution of the problem are completely
wrapped up within the individual-that the prob-
lem or the individual is in no way influenced hy
the unclear standards, the inconsistent interpre-
tation of those standards by supervision, or the
built-in conflicts surrounding most jobs in most
orgamzations. Why else would we conclude that
a manager "can't handle people" and send him
off to a general course in "human relations" or
"communications"?

Finally, there is really no useful, operational way
for the manager to analyze performance problems,
though there are some interesting theories about
what makes people "tick." Perhaps, for example,
it makes a manager more comfortable to hypothesize
a problem-performer's "hierarchy of needs"-but it
doesn't help him solve the problem. Such theories
may be useful to corporate staffs, who can design
policies and procedures sensitive to what are sup-
posedly "satisfiers" and "dissatisfiers," but under-
standing people at some abstract level is a long way
from solving performance problems, as most man-
agers know.

The lack of any effective way of analyzing per-
rorma~ce problems is reflected in the labels used
by managers in describing "problems" -poor per-
formance is the result of "poor motivation" and
"poor attitude." These terms are not useful; they
don't say anything, they don't lead us to any real
solutions. Frequently, the result is that the per-
former who has the vaguely stated performance
problem is exposed to a training program with an
equally vague title, again, such as "communications"
or "human relations."

This article is concerned with a viewpoint for
analyzing human performance problems. It provides
managers with a framework for examining per-
formance problems-a framework that cuts through
the level of generalities we are used to and in so
doing identifies specific, workable, non magic solu-
tions to problems. An integral part of this approach
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is to examine the performer in his environment.
The approach in fact concentrates on the dynamics
of the relationship between the performer and his
environment.

Moreover, the approach has the potential of over-
coming our personal bias about people by ignoring
it. Concentrating on the performance desired, and
those factors in the environment that inRuence it,
makes bias and assumptions about human nature
less relevant, if not totally irrelevant (thereby de-
emphasizing the need for the currently popular
training in awareness, prejudice, and sensitivity).

Could He Do It If His life Depended On It?

For the most part, human performance deficiencies
can be classified as deficiencies of knowledge, which
result from an employee's not knowing what to do,
how to do it, or when to do it; or as deficiencies of
execution, which result from an employee's failing
tc perform because of factors in the work environ-
ment; or as some combination of the two.

Distinguishing between deficiencies of knowledge
and execution is a critical step in analyzing people-
centered performance problems. A frequent result
of failure to make this distinction accurately is that
extended and expensive training is conducted in
a foredoomed attempt to solve a supposed knowl-
edge problem that is in fact an execution problem-
a nontraining problem. In addition to being a waste
of money, such training tends to reduce the credi-
bility of the organization with the employee being
trained, and Frequently leaves management with
the dangerous illusion that the performance prob-
lem in question is being solved.

This critical distinction between a deficiency of
execution (D/e) and a deficiency of knowledge
(D/k) can usually be made by getting the answers
to these questions:

I. What is the desired performance (job outcome)'?
What are the job standards?
Says who?
Does everybody agree on those standards?
Does everybody (anybody) know whether these
standards are now being met?

2. What are the specific performance differences
between actual and expected performance'?
Has anyone ever performed as required?
Who?
When'?

3 Could employees perform properly if their lives
depended on it'?
Did employees perform properly when they first
came on the job?

4. Do employees whose performance is deficient
know:
What is expected of them?
That they are not performing correctly and
how far they are from expected performance)
How to perform correctly?
When to perform?

s. What positive/negative consequences of per-
forming correctly/incorrectly can employees ex-
pect:
From their bosses'?
From their subordinates'?
From their peers'?

As an example of what can happen if these ques-
tions are not asked, consider the case of the per-
sonnel function of a large bank that was about to
launch an extensive three-day program for all man-
agers on "employee appraisal," in order to revitalize
the current three-year-old appraisal program. A day
was to be spent exhorting the executives on the
importance of accurate employee appraisal and two
days were to be spent in skill-training for conducting
appraisal interviews, complete with videotape feed-
back on interview performance. Fortunately, before
this program got off the ground and valuable man-
agement time and training-development money
were expended, someone asked these questions:

I. What emctly was the problem? How did "poor
attitude" toward the existing a1'1"aiwl system mani-
fest itself? The problem indicators included the fact
that the annual review forms were returned to the
personnel office weeks and sometimes months later.
More important, a recent review of the evaluations
showed that of the possible ratings of "outstanding,"
"excellent," "good," "fair," and "poor" for each item,
the rating "good" was checked for nearly all items.
(The items being evaluated were personality-
oriented--e.g., initiative, ability to get along with
others, thoroughness, integrity.) What had alarmed
the personnel department was that the appraisal
system did not discriminate among good and poor
employees and was useless as a guide for manpower-
planning and promotion. The conclusion was that
managers didn't know how to evaluate performance
properly.
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2. Has anyone ever performed as required? When?
Yes. When the program first began three years ago,
the managers did a good job, as reflected in the
evaluations, which showed a distribution of ern-
ployees along the scale "outstanding" to "poor."
Even now, a new manager will occasionally conduct
an "accurate" appraisal when he first comes on the
job.

3. "'hat arc the consequences to a manager of per·
forming correctly and incorrectly=i.e., of accurately
recording a subordinate's performance versus "going
down the middle" with "goods"? The answers to this
question were not easily articulated by the organiza-
tion. Through observation and informal discussions
with individual managers, it was learned that these
consequences were frequently forthcoming:

• Predictably, subordinates did not like being told
they were below "good." Their reactions to
such a rating were unpleasant, to put it mildly.
The nature of the personality items on the
form left considerable room for judgment and
frequently made the review session with a
subordinate more of a negotiating session.

• Over time, it became apparent that employees
whose overall performance was considered ex-
cellent or outstanding were promoted out of
the department and that any employee whose
overall performance was fair or poor attracted
attention from Personnel and resulted in time-
consuming explanations and commitments to
develop the substandard performer.

• Finally, Personnel came to use the appraisal
as a cross-check on the raises recommended by
managers. The theory was that an outstanding
performer should get a larger raise than a fair
performer. The reality facing the manager was
that he had to respond to better job offers from
other organizations and the need to attract and
keep new people. By rating everyone approxi-
mately the same (no large deviations), he had
more Rexibility in awarding raises.

In short, managers received basically positive CO;)-

sequences for their "poor" performance in appraising
employees and fairly negative consequences for per-
forming as desired by Personnel. Performance had
deteriorated over the three years, not because man-
agers forgot-but because they learned. All the re-
fresher training in appraisal interviewing in the
world would not help. Instead, the appraisal system
underwent a major overhaul, the first step being to

provide for appraisal along dimensions other than
the vagaries of personality.

The managers in this example .would have been
able to perform properly "if their lives depended
on it"-as could most problem-performers. In fact,
performance problems caused by deficiencies of
knowledge are by far the smaller category. It is a
safe bet to say that of those problems initially
identified as "training" problems, only 15 to 20%
can in any way be solved through some form of
training, formal or informal. The big problem area,
and the area in which we are the least effective, is
the deficiency of execution.

Analyzing Deficiencies of Execution

Part of our ineffectiveness in solving deficiencies
of execution is that we have few useful models for
looking at performance. As a result, we conclude
that people don't care, aren't motivated, have lousy
attitudes, and so on. Although such conclusions may
be true to a certain extent, a majority of problems
initially diagnosed as attributable to such causes
can be solved by using a more refined model.

Deficiencies of execution, or the failure to exhibit
learned behavior on the job, can further be classified
as resulting from:

• lAck of feedback. This problem arises when
the person either does not know that the be-
havior is important or does not know that he
is failing to perform to standard. The solution
to this problem is to design and implement an
adequate feedback system.

• Task interference. Here, the person cannot
perform as desired because he lacks the tools
or because the layout or organization of the
job is such as to interfere with proper perform-
ance. The solution to this problem is job
engineering.

• Punishment or unfavorable consequences. In
this case, the person has no incentive for per-
forming as desired; frequently, even it is against
his own best short-term interests to do so. The
solution to this problem is to crnmge the con-
sequences attendant on the job so as to en-
courage proper performance.

Another example will help illustrate this further
classification of Die's: A major manufacturer and
distributor of typewriters was lamenting the poor
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figure 1 Performonce Symptoms:
Classification and General Solutions

GENERAL ClA5S
OF :>OlUTIONSSYMPTOMS

Tasks are nat being done
up to the desired stondord.

Desired performance grad·
ually deteriorates over
lime.

Employees don't believe it
is necessary to perform as
desired.

IMPROVE
(or INITIATE)

FEEDBACK

Work is seldom done on
lime.

JOB
ENGINEERING

There is a backlog of work
to be done.

Work is done, but seldom
well.

Tasks are not being done
at all.

CHANGE THE
CONSEQUENCES

Employees do the tosk cor-
rectly when flrst on the job,
but their performance de-
teriorales after a short
lime.

Employees do Ihe job cor-
rectly only when a super.
visor or ether authority
f,gure is present.

Employees appear 10 be
"lazy" or "not motivated."

motivation of its repair service men because of their
lack of enthusiasm for a program by which thev
\\ ere to report sales leads to salesmen in their dis-
trict oRices. The program had begun with great fan-
fare a yeJr ago and had netted a sizable number of
sales leads the first several months, hut had slacked
011 to nothing The procedure seemed simple
enough. When a repairman identified a potential
sale, he "'as to complete J cMd H:questing scver.il
lines of hasic information and drop the card in a
box at the oRin' next time he was in. Management
was frustrated at the lack of performance and was
considering quieti" dropping the program altngethcr
or "upping the ante" hy pro"iding a bonus for lead,
or a commission on ultimate sales.

A quick analysis showed the foll'm'ing:

• No feedback to the repairmen. Thc cards were
picked up from toe },ox b~ a clerk and were
supposedly distributed to the salesmen-without

any word to the repairmen. Sometimes cards
were discarded because the information was
incomplete. In such cases, the repairmen were
never notified of the incompleteness in the data
supplied

• No positive consequences to the repairmen for
completing and turning in the cards. The con-
sequences necessary were not eXliavaganL One
repairman said; "At least he could acknowledge
that he got them." Another observed, "The
cheap guy didn't even buy me a bottle at
Christmas." There were, however, some nega-
tive consequences in the form of salesman reo
buffs, such as, "Thanks for nothing. I chased
clear across the country to follow up on that
'lead' and found they were going out of busi-
ness. Don't do me any more favors." It took
only a couple of remarks like this to bring a
repairman up short.

This "motivation" problem becomes something else
when you look at it more closely. There is no Feed-
back on the results of the desired behavior, there are
no particular positive consequences for doing as
desired, and in fact there is a risk of mild "punish-
ment" for doing as desired, Perhaps the ante does
have to be upped now to get and maintain the
desired behavior. But this could have been main-
tained initially at little cost by providing feedback
to the repairmen-in the form of as simple a thing
as returning the card with a salesman's notation:
"Made sale on I 1/2/71. Customer appreciated your
suggestion. Thanks,"

This feedback / task-interference / conse'ioJence
framework is extremely powerful. It can be used
to analvze existing problems, predict problems be-
fore a job or system change is made, or solve prob-
lems. It provides an alternative to using labels such
as "motivation," "communication," and "attitude'
h) describe problems. Now let's look more closely
at each of the three causes of Ole's.

FEEDBACK PROBLEMS

The individual performer is guided by the feedback
he receives about his performance. In most cases
\I here an individual agrel's with the work goals, he
will improve if he knows: J) He is 011 target.
2) l low to correct or gl't on target. If an individual
fail~ to get Ieedback on his performance, he will
begin to develop his own explanations of good and
bad pcrfoTlllJnn" of cause and dfl'l'I-and he \I ill
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inevitablv develop superstitiOUS behavior (i.e., he
will erroneously attribute effects to certain causes).

The critical characteristics of effective feedback
include:

frequency. Ct'n('rally, the more frequent the feed-
back, the better.

l mmediacv There should be lillie dclav between
the perfor'mance error and the fecdhdck ~one('rning
it.

Specifocit)'. The feedback must in essence be "con-
strucrive criticism," in that it should differentiate
the effects of various dimensions of performance.

Understandahility. The units used in stating the
amount by which performance falls short should be
clear to the per~on rt'l'l'i\'ing the Ieedback.

Positive orientlltion. ThL' fn·dbJek should stress at

rainable performance subgllals. rather th.m puniuve
ronsequenccs=that is. reinforcement, rather than
C'n lorcerncnt.

1\10st organizations abound with examples of poor
[eedb.rck=computer printouts on last rnonths pl'T

Ior mancc received three \\l'l'k, into the next 1111111111

(100 infrequent. too late): production figures that
lump all shifts together and memos to field noting
" ... a drop in overall performance which must be
corrected" (not specific); and top management com-
ment only when thl'Il' is a negative exception, w~ich
means "no news is good news."

Frequentlv, performance can he dramatically im-
proved by improving Iccdb.«k. Usually this re-
quires collecting no new data, but simply redistri-
buting existing dat.i in a more useful format. \Vit-
nr-ss the following case. A vice president of an inter
national freight compam' was concerned with the
infrequency of container use by dockmen. Con-
lainerizing shipments represented a possible $20
saving in shipping COSh for each container used.
At one location. however, only 10 out of a possible
30 containers were being used on an average Jay.
The 20 containers not used each day represented a
~400per-day lost S3\·ing. Multiplying by 260 work-
ing Jays yields a possible $104,000 annual S3\'ing
through containerization that the company was fail-
ing to capitalize on. After observing freight handlers'
performance at one location, the vice president con-
cluded that workers were sufliciently familiar with
the criteria for using containers. He found, how-
ever, that the freight handlers were unaware of the

cost-benefits of containerization and had no specific
standards against which to measure their per-
formance.

The vice president's remedy was amaZingly simple.
He established 95% as the standard for container-
izing shipments. (He maintained that no task can
be done perfectly lOO9t of the tirnc.) He made work-
ers aware of the standard through their supervisors
The feedback system centered on a chart posted
conspicuously in the freight terminal. On a typical
day it read: OUT OF A POSSBLE 30 CONTAINERS WE

USED 25 TODAY. In this way, freight handlers knew
exactly how well the), had performed in relation to
standard.

The results' One week after the feedback system
was implemented. performance soared from 30% to
8Mr of standard and it's been improving ever since.
When examining a performance problem that
might be caused in part by lack of feedback, the
follo\\ing checklist of possible actions should poinr
to (,ffective corrective action.

Can performance be improved by:

1. Setting standards?
2. Stating existing standards in a shorter time

frame (e.q., units per hour rather than per
day)?

3. Providing feedback on:
a. Fewer dimensions of performance?
b. Different dimensions?
c. Additional dimensions?

4. Designing the job so the performer con tell
whether he is not performing properly (and if
not, why not)?

5. Making the feedback message:
a. More specific (e.g., by foreman rather than

shift)?
b. less full of "noise" (e.g., on a single sheet,

not as two inches of computer printout)?
6. Hoving the message delivered by a more ob-

jective and positive source?
7. Changing the format to show:

a. Cumulative performance record (0 his-
tory)?

b. Composite of various performance in-
dicators (for comparison)?

B. Increasing frequency?
9. Providing permanent storage for comparison

by performer (0 memory system)?

COT/SEQUENCE PROBLEMS

t\ person's performance is strongly influenced by the
consequences he suffers or enjoys as a result of that
performance. The consequences of performance
may be positive, negative, or, for all practical pur-
poses, nonexistent. They may also be immediate or
long-term, and real or potential. Finally, they come
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simultaneously from a number of sources, including
the work itself, subordinates, peers, bosses, and the
organizational establishment. The result is that a
person's "performance system" is a dynamic, multi-
dimensional set of factors that significantly inRuence
his behavior.

It follows that proper management of consequences
is critical in maintaining desired performance. This
is particularly true in organizational settings where
a complex environment of people, equipment, and
events continuously metes out consequences. The
frequent, random, and arbitrary consequences that
naturally occur in the organization must be brought
under management's control, balanced, and man-
aged in a way to support the desired performance.

Poor performance can frequently be traced to the
lact that the organization (system, situations, pro-
cedures) inadvertently provides negative conse-
quences for-that is, "punishes'l=the desired be-
havior. Earlier. we reviewed the appraisalinterview-
jng case, where managers received negative con-
squences For accurately recording the performance
of subordinates. We realize that "good" managers
and employees should rise above this adversity and
do what is correct. And most try to for a while,
but are worn down over time or by the unrelenting
nature of the negative consequences

The long-term results of these inadvertent punishers
are usually extrernclv costly. For example, the nega-
tive consequences of having more than 4% scrap
on the production line drives many a sane and
rational foreman to report only 4% when he has
7% -and to do extreme thin~s to "bury" that re-
maining 3% scrap. The result to the company will
be excessive metal costs, an inventory shortage,
scheduling headaches and overtime to meet the
inventory shortage.

A more subtle but frequent problem is exemplified
by the airline manager who sought training in
"decision-making" for his airport-terminal ticket-
counter supervisors. When pressed for an example
of poor decision-making. he was able to cite only
the failure to add additional staff to the counter
when the passenger lines extended beyond a cer-
tain point. The training analyst asked the counter
supervisors why they didn't add staff under these
circumstances. One replied that be had done so
once, but got "burned" because it caused an overrun
in the overtime budget. Now when he sees a need

for additional staff, he calls his supervisor and asks
him to decide. Not surprisingly, the supervisor's
supervisor said much the same thing. Now he asks
the manager, rather than run the risk of all that
"heat." There are several costs that result from this
set of negative consequences. One is the loss of
service to customers and the possible loss of reve-
nues. The other-the more insidious one-is that
the manager is now bogged down making all
manner of decisions that should be made two levels
below him.

Sensitivity to the power of consequences will not
only help analyze problems, but also will help
predict problems. For example, the marketing func-
tion of a bank decided that it would launch a major
training program for tellers in all its branches. The
objective was to have tellers "sell" additional bank
services, with particular emphasis on personal loans.
Although the marketing staff was convincing in its
argument that personal loans were extremely profit-
able, the program was doomed to failure because
of the existing structure of consequences in the
branches. First, there were immediate negative
consequences to the tellers for errors in handling
money, failure to balance out at the end of the
day and taking bad checks. This, coupled with long
lines, kept the tellers' mind on the essentials: no
fancy stuff. Second, there was no support from
branch management for the personal-loan emphasis.
The positive consequences for the branch manager
(attracting attention downtown) were for building
up a sizeable loan portfolio-which could be done
quicker and at less cost hy making a $1.000,000 loan
10 a small corporation. It takes a lot of $3,000 per-
sonal loans (and considerable expense per loan) to
equal $1,000,000.

Given these two sets of consequences, thirty weeks
of training in "selling services" would have negli-
gible effect on personal loans as long as the balance
of consequences itself was unchanged.

The following principles are basic to analyzing the
balance of positive and negati\'e consequences to
performers.

A consequence may be positive, neutral, or nega-
tive, depending on the individual, the time, and
the circumstances.
If a behavior continues, the balance of conse-
quences is positive.
If there are positive consequences for two mutual-
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ly exclusive behaviors, the one with the greater
positive consequence will occur.
The further removed in time a consequence is
from a behavior. the less effect that consequence
will have on the behavior.
The cumcquences that control the behavior are
t1111sethat have value tll the individual.

These principle, CJn be restated as the follo\\'ing
guidelines for analYZing thl' ~'on~quences of an act
to a per~{)n.

I. Frequently, people don't just not do some-
thing; thcy do something else instead. Then: is
value. therefore, in looking at the consequences
of both what is desired and what is currently
hapl,ening (i.c., undesired).
2. Do not mistake company policy and platitudes
(e.g .. "You will get promoted") for real consc
quences to the individual (e.g .. missing lunch
with the fellas, haling to do extra paperwork)
3. Separate immediate consequences (e.g., a sale
today. holding up the car pool) from long-term
consequences (e.g .. week-end scrap report, month-
ly budget statement).

4. Consider the certainty of the consequence. We
will often elect tu engage in behavior with a
high probability of immediate results (e.g.
taking an extra 10 minutes for lunch. padding
the call report) and 10'.1 probability of negative
consequences=i.e .. getting caught.

5. Finallv , remember that what one man con-
siders a positive consequence, another man may
consider very negative. Some per.rle will bust
their hacks to get a chance to gil'e ;l ~roup prc-
scntut ion: others in the same ofliL' will go to
extreme lengths to avoid such an "opportunitv."

When trying to identif v conscljuenccs and assess
their p<mer. you must he careful not to impose your
value system on the analysis. You must look at what
in fact is happening in the wav of COJ)SI.'C)uencl'S
and infer from your observations whet her the con-
sequence:, arc positive or negative to the individual.

TASK INTERFERENCE

A number of very common causes of poor perform-
ance can be classified as "task interference"-that is,
something interfering with the person's making the
proper response in the-desired situation. For a sales-
man, forms of task interference range from having
to use a large, poorly laid-out parts or price manual

to having more customers to call on than can pos-
sibly be done well in the time available.

In a manufacturing plant, task -interference may
range from a shortage of hand tools to an inadequate
inventory-control system. Task interference de-
scribes those Factors that make it either difficult or
impossible to perform as desired. In addition to poor
physical layout of a job, the major source of task
interference is the lack of adequate resources-of
time, tools or support equipment, or personnel.

Such problems can be identified by asking:

I. Is there enough time to perform the task?
2. Is there enough equipment to perform the
task?
3. Are there ellough support people and services
to perform the task ?
4. Are there competing tasks)
5. Are there things that distract the employee
from the task?

Task-interference problems constantly creep into
jobs as procedures are modified, assignments subtly
change in scnpe, and systems slowly evolve The
problems can usually be solved by some form of job
engineering. Although these kinds of problems are
relatively straightforward and the solutions are far
from profound. it is important that a manager iden-
tify and correct these problems. An employee may
he slow to admit that such a problem exists or quick
to work around it, assuming that it is "just one of
those things." (In fact, human beings are generally
so adaptive that they will be up to their ears in
"just one of those things" unless someone keeps
clearing them out of the wav.) It is important that
a manager identify task-interference problems and
get the interference removed, or at least help J

subordinate figure out the optimal way to get around
the interference.

''Troubleshooting'' Performance Problems

We have presented a framework for looking at per-
formance problems and some guidelines for ana-
lyzing them. A number of questions can he added
that will make this framework into a troubleshooting
guide for managers. First, we must determine
whether there is in fact a real problem (e.g., is the
symptom of "can't make decisions" in fact backed
up by a performance discrepancy such as not
enough ticket agents at the counter?) and whether
the problem is in fact worth solving (e.g., what is
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A GUIDE FOR TROUBLESHOOTING PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS

A. IS THEREA PROBlEM?

Whot do you observ. thot indicates there is a problem?

1. How long has this t...n a problem?

2. How general a problem is it?
• Where do.s it occur?
• When do.s it occur?
• How fr~~ntly do.s it occur?
• Do.s it .v.r not occur in some locations or at some times?

3. Haw will you know when the problem is solved?
• How will things look different?
• What num~rs will incr.ase Or decrease?

B. WHAT IS THE PR06lEM?

1. Who is lhe performer in question?

2. What is Ihe d.sired action?

3. What specifically does he perform incorr.clly?
4. Do.s he .ver perform correct'y?

If yes: Wt-..n?
If ••• : Has anyone .ver

performed correctly?
Wt-..n?
Whe••.?

C. IS THE PR06lEM IMPORTANT?
Whol impacl do.s the incorrect performance have on:

1. The produci or •• rvice?
Quality e••, Quantity

2. The compony?
procedu... 'IIIoe-

3. The performer or his deportment?
S.hty I ••• of Won.

4. Other workers or d.porlmenls?
S.hty I ••• 0' Won.

O. WHERE HAS THE PERFORMANCESYSTEM BROKEN DOWN?

Owttlo",
O<>.S the performer:

1. Know he is supposed to take the d.sired
action?

• Haw do you know?
2. Know what the desired oction is?

• How do you know?
3. Know when to take the desired action?

• How do you know?
4. Know how to take the desired action?

• How do you know?
5. Know the standard or level of performance

expected?
• Are Ihere standards?
• Do.s everybody agree an them?
• Is anyone meeting them now?

6. Know whether he is taking 11'1.d.sired action
or nol?

• How can he tell whether he is doing
correclly?

7. Have adequale resources (•. g .. time. equip-
menl) to take the d.sired oction?

8. Receive M9alive cons~uences for taking the
desired action?

• Consid.r such saorces of consequences
as superiors. peers. subordinates. and
the lySlem.

9. Receiv. no consequences for toking the desired
action?

10. Receiv. immediole. posilive cons~vences for
doing somelhing other than the desired oclion?

• 00 "good" thingl hoppen to him if he
do.sn·1 do it?

11. Receiv. no informalion an the conl~uences
of taking the desired oclian?

• Do.s he know it makes a diff.r.nce to
do il righl?

12. Receive wrong information on the eense-
quences of his oelions?

• Do.s informalion lead him to conclude
he'l doing okay when he is not?

13. Receive informolion on cons~vences thot is
not luffICieni for him to correct hil performance
(i.•.• not clear. not lpecific. too 101•• too in·
frequenl)?

• Does he receive enough information 10
know how to correct?

14. Know how to int.rpr.t Information in order
to correcl his performance?

• Given good information, con he ftgure
out how to change?

If M: Instruct him.

If no: Instruct him.

If ••• : Inslruct him.

If no: InslrUCI him.

If •••• tandard.:
If ltandard.:

Sel them.
Inltruct in Ihem.

If •••: Redesign job.
Instruct in observing.
Provid. feedbock.

If no: Provid. resources.

If Y": R.move negalive
con•• quences.

If Y": Provide positive
consequences.

If Y": Remove posilive
conlequences.

If no: Provide feedback.

If Y": Correct feedback.

If Y": Provide beller
feedbaCk.

InstrUCIon how to
inlerprel detc.
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the impact, economic or other, on customer wait
time extending beyond X minutes'?) Obviously,
these arc preliminary steps to forestall spending too
much energy on solving a performance problem that
either is no problem at all or is not worth solving.
The second addition to the framework is the follow-
ing very specific list of questions for probing a per·
formance problem. The result is a troubleshooting
guide for human-performance problems.

Summary

As we have indicated, this D/k-D/e framework
can be used to analyze existing problems and to
predict problems that might occur if changes in
procedures or changes in emphasis on some per-
formance variable are being considered. The value
of this framework or template for viewing people-
related performance problems is that.

l. It makes possible (in fact r('(luires) a closer
look at the problem. It forces us to get off the
"comrnurucarion" and "doesn't care" level of ab-
straction and to get down to specifying what
cxactl v is desired and how what is desired is
different from \\h~1 \\L' arc currently getting
In ~(l doing. we then examine systematically the
Yari.lh\t-, th.n inf lucnce pnl"rIlI<lI1l'l'-thc consc
quenccs. lht' [cedb.rck. and lhe barr icrs to per-
formance.
2. It prm ich-s rea I and ,pc:cdie sulut Ions The

solutions are not grand abstractions such as
"Change his attitude" or "Motivate him," nor are
they vague preambles to training-course titles
such as "He needs some training in 'communi-
cation' " or "train him in 'human relations.' He
can't handle men." The solutions that result
from looking at performance problems from this
viewpoint are specific (''He needs to have in-
formation on X every Y and in Z form" or "He
will not do X as long as his supervisor persists in
making him do Y every time he does"), and their
implementation is frequently well within the
domain and authority of management. There is
little need to lateral the problem to staff-unless,
of course, management doesn't want to face the
problem, or really doesn't want it solved.

The value of this approach is considerable. Organi-
zation and managers who have systematically ap-
plied it have accumulated an impressive list of re-
sults. It is a useful tool for the individual manager,
but it is all the more powerful when used as the
common approach by all the management of an
organization.
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